Abstract For about two decades now, the localization of the brain regions involved in reasoning processes is being investigated through fMRI studies, and it is known that for a transitive form of reasoning the frontal and parietal regions are most active. In contrast, less is known about the information exchange during the performance of such complex tasks. In this study, the propagation of brain activity during a transitive reasoning task was investigated and compared to the propagation during a simple memory task. We studied EEG transmission patterns obtained for physiological indicators of brain activity and determined whether there are frequency bands specifically related to this type of cognitive operations. The analysis was performed by means of the directed transfer function. The transmission patterns were determined in the theta, alpha and gamma bands. The results show stronger transmissions in theta and alpha bands from frontal to parietal as well as within frontal regions in reasoning trials comparing to memory trials. The increase in theta and alpha transmissions was accompanied by flows in gamma band from right posterior to left posterior and anterior sites. These results are consistent with previous neuroimaging (fMRI) data concerning fronto-parietal regions involvement in reasoning and working memory processes and also provide new evidence for the executive role of frontal theta waves in organizing the cognition.
Introduction
Deductive reasoning is one of the fundamental human abilities. Many inferences, not only formal, but also those present in daily life, depend on intact reasoning processes. One of the most studied forms of deductive reasoning is linear order reasoning, which is based on the logic of transitivity (for a review, see Halford et al. 1998; LethSteensen and Marley 2000) , i.e., for any A, B and C, if A [ B and B [ C then logically A [ C. The ''['' denotes a transitive relation that might be either physical (taller than), psychological (smarter than), or abstract. Linear order reasoning is a basic and crucial component of our reasoning ability and because such ability facilitates adaptive predictions (which tree is the tallest? who is the most dominant?), it is available in the simplest concrete form not only to humans since early childhood, but also to animals (Halford et al. 1998) .
Deductive reasoning has been the subject of psychological inquiry for a long time and very specific cognitive models of reasoning mechanisms have been proposed (see for example Evans 2006; Johnson-Laird et al. 1992; Rips 1983 ). The same is true for linear order (or transitive) reasoning, which has been the topic of considerable interest in cognitive and developmental psychology (e.g., Rabinowitz et al. 1994; Sedek and von Hecker 2004; Sternberg 1980 ). One of the major findings in this area refers to the generative processes of rearranging incoming piecemeal information into a comprehensive mental model (mental array). Neuroimaging experiments have shown the involvement of frontal and parietal regions in reasoningrelated tasks. The right prefrontal and the bilateral parietal cortex have been found to be active in tasks with nonspecific stimuli (lacking conceptual content, like letters in our study) or when not enough information is available to determine the relationship between the presented elements (which is also true for our reasoning task) (Fangmeier et al. 2006; Goel et al. 2009 ).
Although transitive reasoning tasks have not been studied through EEG experiments, the important role of frontal and fronto-parietal theta waves in cognitive tasks has been shown during mental calculation, maze navigation, concentration, short-term and working memory loads and heightened attention (Gevins et al. 1997; Kahana et al. 1999; Onton et al. 2005; Scheeringa et al. 2009 ). Moreover, an increase in the magnitude of frontal theta oscillations and increased frontal-posterior theta coherence are thought to reflect the executive functions of the working memory system (Sauseng et al. 2005) or top-down processes which help to maintain long-term memory (LTM) representations in the face of interference (Sarnthein et al. 1998; Sauseng et al. 2007) .
Gamma oscillatory activity has been also related to cognitive functions such as attention, associative learning, memory or mental rotation (Miltner et al. 1999; Bhattacharya et al. 2001) , as well as to gestalt perception (Kaiser and Lutzenberger 2003; Singer et al. 1997 ). Kawasaki and Watanabe (2007) showed in a very elegant way that the gamma-band increase in the frontal and parietal regions is associated with manipulation of visual mental representations, particularly successive ones, thus the increase in gamma-band may reflect higher demands on the frontal and parietal regions upon manipulation (Kawasaki and Watanabe 2007) . Synchronous gamma activity between widely distributed cell groups is treated as an indicator that there are neural mechanisms for integrating information processed in distributed cortical areas into a coherent cognitive percept or process (Kaiser and Lutzenberger 2003) .
In order to examine the direction of information transmission between regions known from previous studies to be involved in transitive reasoning, we compared the transitive reasoning task to a very similar memory task, which served as the control condition. We applied the direct transfer function (DTF) method to investigate the direction of information flow between different (mainly prefrontal and parietal) brain areas during reasoning tasks. As theta and gamma rhythms are important for complex tasks solving, we hypothesized that changes in these frequency bands will be visible, when comparing reasoning tasks to the memory task.
Materials and Methods

Participants
Seven right-handed adults (3 men, 4 women) participated in the study, all without history of neurological disorders or chronic diseases, and aged 23-25 years (mean = 24, SD = 0.66). All subjects were volunteers. Participants were compensated for their participation. All participants gave informed consent in accordance with the Ethical Review Board at the Medical University of Warsaw.
Procedure
Stimuli
In all tasks, we used capital letters as stimuli instead of whole sentences in order to avoid linguistic connotations. In the task requiring reasoning, the symbol indicating the order relation between elements (''['') was additionally presented. The arrangement of the letters was randomized in order to minimize the possible interference induced by implied the alphabetical ordering of letters. All stimuli were projected on a computer screen with the software package ''Presentation'' (Presentation 11.0, www.neurobs.com).
Task Conditions
There were two conditions in this study-reasoning and memory (control) tasks; each of them consisted of 21 trials (repetitions). The design of the experiment and time course of the reasoning and memory conditions are shown in Fig. 1 . Each task started with the presentation of an instruction that indicated whether what followed was a reasoning or a memory task.
There were two phases of each task-learning and testing. In the learning phase of the reasoning condition, participants had to integrate the presented information from three premises, where the first two were not related until the third premise appeared (A [ B was followed by C [ D and in the end by B [ C). In the test phase, subjects had to answer questions about relations between the presented elements as well as about relations between elements which were not directly presented (e.g., A [ C or A [ D) . The queries shown were either deductible (true in the given order relation) (e.g., A [ C, A [ D) or untrue (e.g., D [ B, B [ A) . Note, that in the above, example premises, consecutive letters from the alphabet were used in order to explain the idea of the paradigm, in the actual task exactly random letters were used as stimuli, to make sure participants would only deduct from the given premises, and not from their knowledge of the alphabet.
There was a possibility that using letters as stimuli could evoke a Stroop effect, namely, the trials with letters presented in a non-alphabetical order could produce bigger interference and longer reaction times than trials with letters presented in the well-known alphabetical order relation. To examine this possibility, we divided the questions we asked our participants into two groups: ''non-interfering'' trials (e.g., C [ H?) and ''interfering'' trials (e.g., K [ D?) and checked whether these two types of question caused different reactions. The comparison showed no difference in reaction times (RT) between ''interfering'' (2,455 ms) and ''non interfering'' (2,575 ms) trials (Wilcoxon test: Z = -1.5; NS), so we could assume that the potential difference between two tasks used in our study would be due to integration requirements present in the reasoning condition and not due to the presumed interference effect.
The memory condition required the memorization of three pairs of unrelated elements, e.g., after the presentation of three pairs of objects: G T, U R, and W S, every subject was asked whether the presented pair of letters was shown before or not. The structure of the reasoning and the memory conditions was very similar, but in the memory task there was no need to integrate the presented information at any moment. The memory task served as a control condition for the reasoning condition.
Before presenting the premises (in the reasoning condition) or the pairs of elements (in the memory condition) to be remembered, a short instruction appeared, and also before the answering part of the experiment a short instruction was presented, each instruction lasted 5 s. Every premise or pair of elements, respectively, was presented for 5 s, the fixation point (inter-stimulus interval) between them was shown randomly for 3.5, 4 or 4.5 s (see Fig. 1 ). The electrical brain activity was analyzed during the learning phases of each trial, in which subjects were required to create a mental representation of stimuli by integrating incoming information (in the reasoning condition) or just to maintain the information (in the memory condition).
EEG Acquisition and Signal Analysis
The EEG was recorded from 64 Ag/AgCl electrodes arranged according to the 10-5 system in a WaveGuard EEG Cap (Advanced Neuro Technology, ANT). Additionally, an EOG-channel was recorded (electrodes placed in the outer corners of the eyes) and used to improve ocular artifacts rejection. A linked mastoid reference was used. Impedance was kept below 10 kX. The bioelectrical signals were recorded and digitalized by an ANT 64-channel amplifier (ANT Company) with a sampling rate of 512 Hz and then were offline downsampled to 128 Hz. The EEG recordings were visually inspected for any artifacts, and the epochs with artifacts were rejected from further processing. For the purposes of DTF analysis, 20 electrodes were chosen: Fp1, Fpz, Fp2, F3, F4, F7, F8, Fz, C3, C4, Cz, Cp5, Cp6, P7, P8, P3, P4, Pz, O1 and O2. The reduction of the number of electrodes to 20 was connected with the fact that the number of parameters of MVAR has to be much smaller than the number of data points. The number of data points is proportional to the number of channels, but the number of parameters is proportional to its square. The choice of derivations for analysis was preceded by a study involving different combinations of electrodes, after which the derivations which did not bring much information, were discarded.
Epochs of the first 2,000 ms (1,024 samples) after the stimulus were extracted for analysis. We chose not to take a longer interval, because, as is well-known, information processing is performed mainly right after the stimulus, and, moreover, later epochs were, in our case, more contaminated with artifacts. From 21 trials for each condition, after the elimination of artifacts, from 9 to 21 trials for memory tasks (mean for all subjects = 15.43, SD = 4.39) and from 12 to 18 trials for reasoning tasks (mean for all subjects = 14.14, SD = 1.95) were left for analysis.
Transmission Estimation
Transmission was estimated by means of the Directed Transfer Function (DTF) (Kaminski and Blinowska 1991) . DTF is based on a multivariate autoregressive model (MVAR) and its concept may be derived from the Granger causality principle (Granger 1969) . The Granger causality principle states that, if some series Y(t) contains information in past terms that helps in the prediction of series X(t), then Y(t) is said to cause X(t). The formulation of Granger causality is compatible with a two channel autoregressive model. The Granger causality principle was originally formulated for two time series, however, in a later publication Granger (1980) pointed out that the causality principle holds only if there are no other channels influencing the process. To account for the whole multivariate structure of a process of k channels, a multichannel autoregressive model has to be considered.For a multivariate k-channel process X(t):
XðtÞ ¼ ðX 1 ðtÞ; X 2 ðtÞ; . . .;
The model takes the form:
AðjÞXðt À jÞ þ EðtÞ ð 2Þ
where E(t) are vectors of size k and the coefficients A are k 9 k-sized matrices. Equation 1 can be easily transformed to describe relations in the frequency domain. By changing the sign of A, Eq. 1 can be rewritten in the form:
AðjÞXðt À jÞ ð 3Þ the application of Z transform yields
AðmÞ expðÀ2pimf DtÞ
From the form of the above equations we see that the model can be considered as a linear filter with white noises E(f) on its input and the signals X(f) on its output. The matrix of filter coefficients H(f) is called the transfer matrix of the system. It contains information about all relations between data channels in the given set including the phase relations between signals.
Based on the properties of the transfer function of MVAR, the Directed Transfer Function (DTF) for an arbitrary number of channels may be defined:
DTF describes the causal influence of channel j on channel i at frequency f. The above equation defines a normalized version of DTF, which takes values from 0 to 1 producing a ratio between the inflow from channel j to channel i and all the inflows to channel i. In order to get a correct pattern of transmissions between channels, the model has to be fitted to all interdependent channels simultaneously, not pair-wise. The bivariate estimators of transmission may give totally misleading results as was demonstrated in Blinowska et al. (2004) and Kus et al. (2004) .
The estimation of propagation by means of DTF is based on a phase difference between channels, therefore signals of the same phase do not influence the DTF values. The volume conduction is practically instantaneous, so it did not produce a phase difference between EEG derivations, therefore its influence in case of DTF is quite minor. In virtue of its property of extracting only phase differences, the DTF method is able to detect propagations even in case of very noisy signals.
When multiple repetitions of an experiment are available, the ensemble averaging over realization (repetitions) may be applied in the procedure of the model fitting (Ding et al. 2000 , Kaminski et al. 2001 . The determination of the model coefficients is based on the estimation of the correlation matrix R ij . This matrix was calculated by averaging over N T realizations (approximately 100-200, depending on the case):
The epoch length N S was 256 points (2 s). The averaging concerns correlation matrices-the data are not averaged in the process. In this way, the information from all the repetitions of the experiment is incorporated into one model enhancing the common features of the signals, which results in an increase of statistical significance of the results. An example of DTF functions obtained by means of the above procedure for one subject is presented in Fig. 2 . Our aim was to find changes of propagation for different EEG rhythms between reasoning and memory tasks.
We integrated the DTF function in the chosen frequency ranges: theta (4-8 Hz), alpha (8-12 Hz) and gamma (35-60 Hz). The resulting values were compared by means of a non-parametric paired-sample Wilcoxon signed rank test. The significant changes of transmission values between different types of tasks were plotted in the form of arrows, with an orange-red color scale for increases and a blue color scale for decreases of transmissions in the reasoning task in comparison to the memory task (Fig. 3) .
Results
Normalized DTF estimates the amount of activity that is emitted from the given channel in respect to all inflows to that channel, so it shows the proper activity of a given channel. Non-normalized DTF shows the total outflow of activity from the given channel including also inflows. It was shown, by means of modeling of the neural populations, that non-normalized DTF is directly proportional to the strength of coupling between the channels (Kaminski et al. 2001) . In this work we have used the normalized version of DTF, since it shows the intrinsic activity emitted from the given channel (we have estimated also non-normalized DTF, however, the results were less selective).
Normalized DTF is not linearly proportional to the coupling between channels, however, it contains information about the coupling strengths. Taking advantage from the fact that DTF contains meaningful frequency information, we have estimated the propagation in the frequency bands of interest.
The Theta Band (4-8 Hz)
The comparison of information flow (propagation) between reasoning and memory conditions in the theta (4-8 Hz) band showed significant increase of information flow in the reasoning condition within frontal and from frontal to parietal regions. The strongest increases were observed from Fz site to several frontal and parietal sites: Fp1, Fpz, Fp2, F4, F8, Cp5, P3, Pz, P4, P8. There was no significant decrease of information flow in the theta band at any electrode in the reasoning condition compared to the memory condition. A detailed illustration of results in the theta band is presented in Fig. 3a .
The Alpha Band (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) The comparison between reasoning and memory tasks in the alpha (8-12 Hz) band, revealed enhanced transmission of information in the reasoning task, similar to results obtained for theta band. Transmissions from Fz site to F8 and to O1 and from F3 to Fz were the most pronounced ones. Additionally, we observed a significantly stronger transmission from Fpz to O1. There were also decreases in flows, from electrode F4 to C4 and Fz, which differentiated these results from the ones for transmissions in the theta band as described above. Significant changes in the information flow between reasoning and memory tasks are illustrated in Fig. 3b .
The Gamma Band (35-60 Hz)
The last comparison concerned the differences between reasoning and memory tasks in information flows within the gamma (35-60 Hz) band. It revealed several significant short-range increases and decreases of information transmission in the reasoning condition compared to the memory condition. The strongest increases of flows were observed from Cp6 and P4, also from P8. It seems that these electrodes were engaged in mutual transmissions connected with information processing. From the right posterior sites connected with Cp6, P4 and P8, propagation toward more frontal sites was observed. The propagation activity from the left hemisphere was much less pronounced. A detailed illustration of results in the gamma band is presented in Fig. 3c .
Results Summary
We compared information transfers in reasoning and memory tasks, according to three EEG bands (theta, alpha and gamma). They revealed strong, long-distance, frontoparietal information flows in the theta and alpha bands during transitive reasoning tasks. Theta band transmissions had a focused site-the frontal (Fz) electrode-whereas for information transfers in the alpha band such a clear characteristic was not present. In gamma band, the pattern of changes in information transmissions was more complexthey were mainly short distance and dispersed around the right parietal region.
Discussion
In this study, we consider the propagation in the sensor space. Although the volume conduction does not affect the results obtained by means of DTF, the orientation of the source dipoles can influence the results and the dispersion of electromagnetic signals from the cortex to the sensors deteriorates the resolution. Therefore, the localization of possible sources of activity is not very accurate. We can talk about some sites connected with the position of a given electrode.
In this study, we have observed an increase of information flow from prefrontal to parietal cortex during transitive reasoning trials when compared to the memory condition. This transmission is mostly expressed within the theta band (4-8 Hz), but is also present in the alpha band (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) . In addition to this long-range connection, frontal short-range (from Fz to neighboring electrodes) transfers in theta and alpha were increased during the reasoning condition. Furthermore, comparison of reasoning versus memory showed enhanced information transfer in the gamma band during reasoning. In this case the right posterior sites acted as a transmitter and the transfers were mostly short-ranged and dispersed.
In order to examine the reasoning processes, we used linear syllogism (linear order) tasks, which are classified as a ''nonmatch'' order type (Foos et al. 1976) . It means that there are no common elements presented in consecutive pairs and all information has to be kept separately in memory, until the last premise is presented. In the moment of the last premise presentation, integration of information occurred. Performing such mental operations-simultaneous maintenance and manipulation of information-is described as working memory (e.g., Miyake and Shah 1999) . What is more important in the context of our results, is that the reasoning ability is often related to the working memory system (Unsworth et al. 2009 ). Some authors have pronounced strong statements on this, such as: ''reasoning ability is (little more than) working-memory capacity?!'' (Kyllonen and Christal 1990) . There are also studies showing that reasoning ability could be predicted by ''storage in the context of processing'' and ''coordination'', which both Colors from yellow to red indicate higher information transmission in reasoning tasks than in memory tasks, whereas blue arrows indicate lower transmission in reasoning tasks compared to memory tasks are defined as working memory functions (Buehner et al. 2005 ).
Baddeley's model of working memory, the best-known model, distinguishes between central executive (attentional) functions and storage functions. The latter are related to the two ''slave'' systems: the phonological loop for maintaining verbal information, and a visuospatial sketch pad, which is responsible for the storage of visuospatial information (Baddeley 1992) . The executive processes are most often related to frontal lobe functioning (for a review see Collette and Van der Linden 2002) , although there is some evidence that they could rely on a more distributed, fronto-parietal network (Babiloni et al. 2004; Collette et al. 1999) . Results of many studies also showed that tasks involving the phonological loop primarily activate areas in the left hemisphere, whereas the visuospatial sketch pad is mainly related to activations within the right hemisphere (e.g., Clark et al. 2001; Smith et al. 1996) . Taking this information into account we can relate the enhanced long-range transmission in the theta band obtained in our experiment to the fronto-parietal executive network, whereas short-range transfers from posterior sites in the gamma band could reflect the visuospatial sketchpad activity.
Support for such considerations comes also from a study conducted by Sauseng and colleagues (Sauseng et al. 2005) , who assumed that coherent activity of frontal and parietal regions in theta and alpha oscillations reflects the central executive component of the working memory system. They tested this hypothesis in an experiment with two working memory conditions, with and without the necessity of manipulation of objects. The results of their study clearly pinpointed that theta enhancement in long-range connectivity was associated with increased central executive demands.
Moreover, the accompanying, mainly short-range, elevated information flows in alpha band within the frontal region probably reflects another mechanism involved in task performance-the active inhibition, which previously has been related to increased alpha ). Solving transitive reasoning tasks not only requires the active manipulation and integration of information, but also involves inhibiting of irrelevant information (in this case the mental models which are not appropriate in the light of the information delivered with the third premise).
Some authors use the term theta band for oscillation activity up to 10-12 Hz (e.g., Young and McNaughton 2009) , so these two oscillations (theta and alpha) could in fact reflect the same mechanism, but further research is necessary in order to decide which interpretation of increased transmission in alpha band is correct.
On the other hand, support for our understanding of gamma band transmissions as reflecting the visuospatial sketchpad activity comes from a study by Kawasaki and Watanabe (2007) , who showed increased parietal and frontal gamma activity accompanying enhanced frontoparietal theta during visuospatial working memory task. Taking into account the involvement of the right parietal region connected with enhanced transmissions in the gamma band from that region, in the context of results reported by Kawasaki and Watanabe (2007) , we can conclude that increase of information flows in gamma band reflects the larger visuospatial demands of the reasoning task used in our study.
To summarize, our results suggest that the transfer of information in theta band reflects the functioning of the central executive mechanism located in frontal lobes, and the transfer in gamma band activity reflects visuospatial manipulation. The results concerning theta activity shed some light on many other experiments showing frontoparietal theta enhanced activity during working memory tasks (Kawasaki and Watanabe 2007; Onton et al. 2005 ). It appears that the fronto-parietal pattern of theta activity is driven mainly by the frontal sites. In the case of theta band transmissions, we observed a focused source of information flow, whereas in gamma band this pattern is more complex. There are mainly short distance information flows which are congruent with previous studies of coherence (Sauseng et al. 2005) , and the main origin of information transfer in gamma band in the reasoning task is located in the right parietal site.
These findings, especially concerning fronto-parietal network involvement, have a solid ground in the existing literature on neural (fMRI) correlates of relational reasoning. They also fit very well into a wide scope of evidence concerning the role of theta and gamma oscillations in working memory tasks, but they shed new light on the nature of information transfer between the engaged areas.
